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' (And you need, extra?) • .

. We need extra. But I'm not saying that we need extra to, live. But we

need extra to pay our"personal bills. Our personal and private bills,

you know, . - , — -

(Like car. payment, et cetera,) . . '

Well,"little small,'payments that we have tp have, A"4 the bank and

little extra, ,1 guess.

(Well, when you have medical bills, "do you go to the incjian hospitals?)
- " , i ' '" ' • ' " ' . • ' ' •

Yes, we do,. We taTte advantage of the facilities that are offered to us.

(Are you happy with the Indian hospital? Do you, like i^?)

Weil, I have no complaints as long as it'.s freje, • \

(in other words, you feel like the service is adequate there. And the

doctors are adequate;) • ' S * > \

Well, it may not be adequate but it's sufficient, if you know what I mean

*y that, I mean it's free. (Laughter,),

(Yes, I know what you mean, in that you do not go back to'college in the

- fall and she does go on. What do you plaa to do then?)" .

Well, like I said, I plan*to work... Give her the security that she ne^dls, '

Hot have to worry about our £inahciajl situation. And when she'can spqnd ,

most of her time on her college ^rade point,and .applying more time.to her

studies. And more time,for her being a wife to me instead of being—than

having to worry about where the next meal comes from. This is one reaspn

that we have overlooked the fact of children. We da want children, but'we'

can't provide for them and ourselves at the same time. We possibly'could,

but ijt.would be rough. So this is one'reason I have decided to.let her

have her education first. And then let mine come later on. Because' I plan

to go into the field %\\aX I'va always' wanted to, rSomething I'd ge^ more

enjoyment outj of and something I know I can do a lot better than what I am

//


